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Structural and magnetic characterization of zircon-type PrCrO oxide4
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Abstract

PrCrO has been synthesized as a single phase using oxidizing conditions, with a strong control on temperature and time. The4

zircon-type structure that this compound adopts has been refined from X-ray powder diffraction by the Rietveld method, showing
˚ ˚tetragonal symmetry with space group I4 /amd, lattice parameters a57.341(7) A, c56.427(1) A and Z54. Magnetic susceptibility1

51measurements in the temperature range of 1.9–300 K reveal the presence of incipient ferromagnetic interactions in the Cr sublattice
31 51 31below 12 K. When the temperature decreases, the superexchange Pr –O–Cr –O–Pr antiferromagnetic interactions become

´predominant, giving rise to a net maximum at lower temperatures. The estimated Neel temperature is field-dependent, taking the value of
9 K when the magnetic field strength is 50 Oe. The M vs. H plots, at 2 and 8 K, indicate the existence of a metamagnetic transition,
having obtained a critical field as low as 399 and 149 Oe respectively at the temperatures mentioned above.  2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The majority of the RXO compounds, with X5P, V and4

As, adopts the zircon-type structure, showing tetragonal
symmetry, space group I4 /amd [1]. However, the com-1

pounds containing the heavier lanthanide trivalent ions
crystallise in the monoclinic monazite form, space group
P2 /n [2]. The limiting zone between this two structural1

types is characterised by the presence of some compounds
that show dimorphism [3–5].

The greater part of the RCrO oxides crystallise with the4

zircon structure [6]. This structural type can be described
as built up by chains of edge-sharing distorted (RO )8

bisdisphenoids running parallel to the a-axis connected by
CrO tetrahedra, sharing edges along the c-axis, as can be4

seen in Fig. 1. The first member of this family of
compounds, LaCrO , presents the monazite structure [7],4

while the next member of this series, PrCrO , shows4

dimorphism. However, both structural types are always
present simultaneously in the latter, and neither of them
has been isolated in a pure form up to now. That is the
reason why its magnetic properties have not been studied
so far.

Besides, the studies carried out in the RCrO system up4

Fig. 1. Perspective view of the zircon-type structure showing the chains
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-91-394-4353; fax: 134-91-394- of edge-sharing (RO ) bisdisphenoids polyhedra along the a axis con-8

4352. nected by (CrO ) tetrahedra. Bold lines are the pathways through which4
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to now, reflect the difficulty in preparing pure samples. heating time and/or the synthesis temperature. The oxygen
51This fact can be attributed to the instability of the Cr in quenching allows us to isolate the zircon phase from the

air at the temperatures that are necessary when preparing mixture of monazite–zircon dimorphic PrCrO , which has4

the different materials [8]. Magnetization and heat capacity always been obtained in all the previous unsuccessful
measurements reveal that most of these oxides, namely experiments. Attempts to isolate the monazite form as pure
from GdCrO to YbCrO , show a ferromagnetic behaviour sample have been unsuccessful up to now. We have only4 4

with Curie temperatures below 25 K [9]. However, the obtained mixtures containing 50% monazite. Moreover,
present magnetic susceptibility data obtained at low mag- experiments carried out in high oxygen pressure have not
netic fields, indicate the evidence of an antiferromagnetic yielded pure samples.
ordering. The reported ferromagnetic ordering could be Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were registered at a

21ascribed to a field-induced effect. rate of 0.18 (2u ) min using a Philips X’Pert MPD, Ni
In this work, we report the particular conditions used in filtered Cu Ka radiation. A step scan of 0.048 (2u )

the successful synthesis of the tetragonal PrCrO oxide as between 10 and 1208 and a counting time of 15 s for each4

pure phase, coupled with a detailed description of its step was employed. Rietveld full-profile refinement was
magnetic behaviour based on the structural characteristics. done with FULLPROF program [10].

Magnetic susceptibility and magnetization measure-
ments were performed in a Quantum Design XL-SQUID
magnetometer, at different magnetic fields in the tempera-2. Experimental
ture range of 1.9–300 K. The susceptibilities were cor-
rected for ionic diamagnetism using the values of 2203The zircon phase of the PrCrO was synthesized as pure4

26 21 31 26 21 2210 emu.mol for Pr , 212310 emu.mol for Osample by heating stoichiometric amounts of Pr(NO ) ?3 3
26 21 51and 25310 emu.mol for Cr [11].6H O and Cr(NO ) ?9H O. The thermal scheme consisted2 3 3 2

of the following stages: 30 min at 433 K, 30 min at 473 K,
60 min at 853 K, followed by a quenching down to room

3. Results and discussiontemperature. These processes required the use of an
31oxygen flow that enables to stabilise Pr and

51 3.1. Structural characterizationCr simultaneously. The reaction takes place according to:

Pr(NO ) ? 6H O 1 Cr(NO ) ? 9H O 5 PrCrO 1 6NO3 3 2 3 3 2 4 2 X-ray diffraction data for the PrCrO were analyzed by4

1 15H O 1 O means of the Rietveld method (Program Fullprof), using2 2

´the reflections proposed by Jimenez et al. [12] for NdCrO .4

The product obtained is green-coloured, and the X-ray The final results of this refinement, including crystallo-
diffraction pattern shows the existence of the tetragonal graphic parameters, the R-factors and main bond length
form as single phase. distances, are presented in Table 1. As can be observed,

The synthesis of this material corresponds with the the atoms occupy the following positions: praseodymium
indicated reaction, implying a kinetic mechanism that in 4a (0, 3 /4, 1 /8), chromium in 4b (0, 1 /4, 3 /8) and
strongly depends on two variables: temperature and time. oxygen in 16h (0, y, z). The Pr ions are centred in their
At low temperature, the monazite is the stable form. It respective distorted bisdisphenoids with an octa-coordina-
transforms to the zircon phase when increasing both the tion, presenting four long distances and four short dis-

Table 1
aStructural parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement for PrCrO4

Space group I4 /amd1
˚a (A) 7.341(7)
˚c (A) 6.427(1)

Z 4
3˚V (A ) 346.3(5)

R 11.8p

R 15.4wp

R 10.6b
2

x 5.14

˚Atomic coordinates Experimental bond lengths (A)
Pr 4a (0, 3 /4, 1 /8) Pr–O 2.436(5)34
Cr 4b (0, 1 /4, 3 /8) Pr–O 2.585(4)34
O 16h (0, y, z) y50.429(1), z50.221(4) Cr–O 1.643(5)34

a 2 2 1 / 2 2 2Note: R 5100 S (Y 2Y ) /S (Y ), R 5[100 S (Y 2Y ) /S (Y ) ] , R 5100 S (I 2I ) /S (I ), x 5(R /R ) .p i i ci i i wp i i ci i i B i i ci i i wp exp
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RCrO compounds, where R5Gd–Tm [9]. When the4
31 51temperature decreases, the superexchange Pr –O–Cr

31 31and/or Pr –O–O–Pr antiferromagnetic interactions
become operative, giving rise to a net maximum at 8.8 K.

´This maximum can be ascribed to the Neel temperature.
The operativity of this antiferromagnetic interactions are
confirmed by the decrease observed in the xT vs. T plot
(Fig. 3 inset), attaining a value as small as 0.2 emu K

21mol at 2 K.
Fig. 4 shows the variation of the magnetic susceptibility

with the temperature at different magnetic fields for the
PrCrO oxide. As can be observed, the susceptibility data4

are field-independent above 20 K, as was expected for a
´paramagnetic material. However, the Neel temperature

diminishes when increasing the applied magnetic field andFig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern for PrCrO at room temperature.4

the net maximun vanishes at 1000 Oe. Such behaviour can
be ascribed to the existence of metamagnetic processes, astances; while the coordination of Cr is tetrahedral. The
it has been found in different materials with a low TNCr–O distances are remarkably shorter than the ones
[13,14].obtained for the remaining RCrO oxides, previously4

The magnetization versus the applied magnetic field plotsynthesized in our laboratories. The observed, calculated
at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 5, and theand difference X-ray profiles of powder diffraction for the
derivative dM /dH vs. H is presented in Fig. 6. The dataPrCrO oxide are shown in Fig. 2.4
obtained at 2 and 8 K follow an S-shape characteristic of
metamagnetic transitions. In the low magnetic-field range
(0–147 Oe at 2 K and 0–51 Oe at 8 K), the experimental3.2. Magnetic measurements
results fit a straight line. The subsequent increase in the
magnetic field induces a spin reorientation in the anti-The temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility

31 51ferromagnetic order of Pr and Cr sublattices. Suchfor PrCrO at 100 Oe is presented in Fig. 3. The4
order is modified at a critical magnetic field of 399 andexperimental data obey a Curie–Weiss behaviour in the
149 Oe at 2 and 8 K, respectively (values taken from Fig.temperature range 12–300 K. The Curie constant, C51.92

21 6). The derivative dM /dH vs. H permits to visualize betteremu K mol , which yields a magnetic moment of 3.92
this metamagnetic transition, from the net maximum that ism , agrees with the expected value taking into account theB

31 51 present in the plot. The magnetic moment extrapolatedPr and Cr paramagnetic contributions [13]. At 12 K
from the linear part of the M vs. H representation, abovethe susceptibility shows a small sudden increase, which
the metamagnetic transition, takes the small value of 0.01can be ascribed to the presence of incipient ferromagnetic

51 B.M., which is induced by the applied magnetic field.interactions in the Cr sublattice. Such interactions have
As can also be observed in Fig. 5, when the temperaturebeen reported for the remaining isostructural zircon-type

increases the magnetization diminishes. At 15 K, the data

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility at Fig. 4. Variation of the molar magnetic susceptibility with the tempera-
100 Oe for PrCrO . The inset is the xT vs. T plot. ture at different magnetic fields.4
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51 51Cr –O–O–Cr ferromagnetic interactions predominate,
51because of the short Cr –O distances (see Table 1). Such

51 31interactions are overcome by the Cr –O–Pr and/or
31 51 31Pr –O–Cr –O–Pr antiferromagnetic ones at lower

temperatures. This behaviour originates the mentioned net
maximum in the susceptibility vs. temperature representa-
tion. When the applied magnetic field exceeds the critical
field (H ), the antiferromagnetic interactions are perturbed,cr

giving rise to a small ferromagnetic component, as can be
observed from the obtained susceptibility and magneti-
zation data.

Neutron diffraction experiments are now in progress in
order to get a deeper insight into the low temperature
magnetic behaviour of this oxide, and to solve its magnetic
structure.

Fig. 5. M vs. H plot at different temperatures.
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